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Abstract
An eccentric annular duct is a prototype element in many applications, for example
in close-packed tubular heat exchangers and coolant channels of nuclear reactors.
From a fundamental viewpoint, turbulent °ow in eccentric annular ducts is an ideal
model for investigating inhomogeneous turbulence. It is also a convenient model to
study the laminar and turbulent interface and may serve as a test case for turbulence
modelling of °ows with partly turbulent regimes. Based on the approach of direct
numerical simulation, numerical investigations of turbulent °ow in eccentric annular
pipes are carried out in this thesis.
We ¯rst investigated the case of fully turbulent °ow. A detailed statistical anal-
ysis of turbulent °ow and heat transfer was performed. Simulation results, such
as friction factors, mean velocity pro¯les and the secondary-motion pattern, are in
overall qualitative and quantitative agreement with the existing experimental data.
The components of the Reynolds stress tensor, temperature-velocity correlations
and some others were obtained for the ¯rst time for such kind of a °ow.
The study of the partly turbulent °ow case was then carried out. Three ap-
proaches for detecting interfaces between laminar and turbulent regimes in partly
turbulent °ow in rotating eccentric pipes were compared and discussed. Positions of
laminar-turbulent and turbulent-laminar interfaces obtained from pro¯les of pertur-
bation enstrophy are the same as those obtained from production terms of enstrophy.
Using patterns of streaks de¯ned by wall shear stresses to determine the locations
of interfaces showed similar results.
The growth rate of a small disturbance in partly turbulent °ow case was also
analyzed. Small perturbations were introduced into the initial °ow ¯eld in two
di®erent ways. Both cases show that the global growth rate of the small disturbance
normalized by the global viscous time scale is constant. This constant value is in
a good agreement with that obtained in channel °ows and tube °ows. A new
approach was proposed to distinguish the interface between laminar and turbulent
°ow by introducing the global and local disturbance growth rate.
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Nomenclature
Alphanumeric symbols
Cf friction coe±cient
Cp speci¯c heat of the °uid
Dh the hydraulic diameter
ds the threshold coe±cient for detecting streak structure
d»; d´; dz the cell size in physical space
e eccentricity
Eav perturbation enstrophy averaging over the cross-section
El(´) perturbation enstrophy averaging across the gap
ec the fraction factor of perturbation enstrophy
Emin the minimum perturbation enstrophy
E(n) e±ciency of parallel
Fp; x pressure forces acting on the x direction
F¿ ; x friction forces action on the x direction
G °ow domain
GT the mean temperature gradient in the wall-normal direction
Hh the heat transfer coe±cient
h metric coe±cients
k the local growth rate
k the unit vector in the z-direction
k´ the unit vector in the ´ direction
L the local duct's clearance
lT¡L; lL¡T the distances from the wide gap to the corresponding interface
Lz the streamwise period
l¿ wall length scale
l´ the distance along the inner cylinder to the wide gap where ´ = 0
N»; N´; Nz mesh grid number in », ´ and z directions
Nu Nusselt number
Ni; No Nusselt number for the inner and outer walls
p pressure
dp^=dz mean pressure gradient
pc the fraction factor of production term of enstrophy
Pr Prandtl number
Q heat °ux
Q0 the constant °ow rate
Q1; Q2; Q3; Q4 ¯rst, second, third and fourth quadrant, respectively
Re Reynolds number based on characteristic velocity and length scales
Rec Reynolds number based on centerline velocity
Reµ Reynolds number based on momentum thickness
Re¿ Reynolds number based on friction velocity
ri; ro the inner and outer cylinders of the pipe
S area surface of the cross-section
S1, S2, S3 three di®erent viscous time scales
Sh the surface area of respective wall
sij strain rate
S(n) Speed ratio of parallel
t time
T the temperature di®erence
Tb the average temperature in the °ow
Ti; To the temperature in the inner and outer cylinders
Tw wall temperature
Ub the bulk velocity
hu0iu0ji Reynolds stresses
u»; u´; uz velocity components in the », ´ and z directions
u¿ wall shear velocity
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V´ the mean tangential velocity
W1, W2 two cases with di®erent sources of perturbations
x; y; z cartesian coordinates
Greek symbols
° radius ratio
" the global r.m.s amplitude of the velocity disturbance
"l the local r.m.s amplitude of the velocity disturbance
µ angular coordinates
· the thermal conductivity
º the kinematic viscosity
»; ´ bipolar coordinates
»i the surface of the inner cylinder
»o the surface of the outer cylinder
½ density
¿w;z the axial component of the wall shear stress
¿w;´ the circumferential component of the wall shear stress
¿w the wall shear stress
©l(´) production terms of enstrophy average across the gap
©min the minimum production term of enstrophy
ª stream function
! vorticity
­ angular velocity of cylinders
Abbreviations
DNS Direct Numerical Simulation
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
MPI Message Passing Interface
MPMD Multiple Program Multiple Data
SPMD Single Program Multiple Data
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Superscripts and subscripts
()0 °uctuating component
()+ normalized by the wall variables
<> statistically averaged in time and space
()local local values
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The object and goal of the study
Consider the pressure-gradient driven °uid °ow along the gap between two parallel
but eccentric cylinders of di®erent radii, ri and ro > ri (see ¯gure 1.1). If eccentricity
e = s=(ro ¡ ri) is comparable with the mean gap size ro ¡ ri, then the width of the
gap in the narrow part of the pipe (ro ¡ ri) ¡ s will be considerably less than that
in the wide part (ro ¡ ri) + s. Consequently, the °uid velocity in the narrow gap
of the pipe will be less and the local Reynolds number will be signi¯cantly less
than those in the wide gap. The geometrical parameters may be chosen in such
a way that local Reynolds number in the narrow gap will be too small to sustain
turbulence, no matter how large is the global Reynolds number Re = 2(ro¡ ri)Ub=º
(here, 2(ro ¡ ri) is the hydraulic diameter and Ub is the bulk velocity). In the
recent numerical study by Nikitin (2006a) it was indeed shown that two di®erent
°ow regimes, namely fully turbulent and partly turbulent, may exist at the same
Reynolds number but di®erent geometrical con¯gurations (see ¯gure 1.2). From a
fundamental point of view turbulent °ow in eccentric annular pipes is interesting
in several respects. First, it is an idealized model for investigating inhomogeneous
turbulent °ows, where the conditions of turbulence production vary signi¯cantly
within the cross-section. Second, it represents a convenient model to study the
peculiarities of the °ow in the neighbourhood of the laminar/turbulent interface and
ri
r
o
s
Figure 1.1: Sketch of the eccentric cylinders. Eccentricity e = s=(ro ¡ ri)
.
the related entrainment phenomenon, especially when combining with weak cylinder
co-rotation. Third, it may serve as a benchmark test case for turbulence modelling,
speci¯cally for models intended to be used for °ows with partly turbulent regimes.
Besides that, a thorough investigation of turbulence properties in an eccentric pipe
is desirable from the applied point of view, since an eccentric pipe is a typical
element in a large number of engineering applications. Close-packed tubular heat
exchangers and coolant channels of nuclear reactor containing clusters of fuel pins
are few examples. The results of this work can be used by industry mostly as
a convenient test case for tuning the calculation methods (say within commercial
codes) for turbulent °ows. In this sense this work will be bene¯cial to all industries
where turbulent °uid °ows are of great concern, in particular, for manufacturers for
aerospace, marine, and automotive transport.
The goals of this thesis are: 1. Modi¯cation of the code (Nikitin 2006a) to run
calculations in parallel to reduce the computation cost of the simulation. 2. Investi-
gating the fully turbulent °ow at the maximal accessible Reynolds number. Provid-
ing a comprehensive DNS-based data of turbulent °ow and heat transfer in eccentric
annulus when the turbulent °ow occupies the entire duct's cross-section. Creating
a database containing the cross-sectional distributions of the most important statis-
tics for the one or two most representative cases. 3. Analyzing the statistical and
18
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: Contours of r.m.s velocity °uctuations at Re = 4000 and s=(ro¡
ri) = 1=2 (Nikitin 2006a): (a) fully turbulent °ow (ri=ro = 1=2);
(b) partly turbulent °ow (ri=ro = 2=3).
instantaneous properties of the °ow ¯eld in the immediate neighbourhood of the
laminar/turbulent interface in the partially turbulent °ow with and without wall
cylinders co-rotation.
1.2 Main results obtained
In this thesis, requirements for computational resources are largely reduced with
the application of parallelization code. A large number of °ow details, which have
not been documented so far in the fully turbulent case, such as the components of
the Reynolds stress tensor, temperature-velocity correlations and some others are
obtained. In the investigation of the thermal ¯eld, the intensity of temperature °uc-
tuations near the inner cylinder wall is found to be much higher than that near the
outer wall. Most importantly, the study showed that there is an area in the narrow-
est part where turbulence is not self-sustaining but is sustained by the neighbouring
areas via a particular mechanism.
In the study of the partly turbulent case with cylinders rotating, the interfaces
between turbulent and laminar °ow regimes are successfully identi¯ed using three
19
approaches: pro¯les of the perturbation of enstrophy, pro¯les of the production
terms of enstrophy and patterns of streaks. The investigations showed that positions
of laminar-turbulent and turbulent-laminar interfaces obtained from the ¯rst two
approaches were in a good agreement. Using patterns of streaks de¯ned by wall
shear stresses to determine the locations of interfaces gave similar results. When
the angular velocity of cylinders rotation exceeds some critical level the laminar
region shrinks and the °ow becomes fully turbulent.
In the investigation of partly turbulent case when both cylinders were at rest,
the growth of small disturbances normalized by the global viscous time scale in
the turbulent region were found to be equal to a universal value of 0.021. This
important ¯nding shows that this value is universal not only available in circular
ducts but also in non-circular ducts. Most importantly, by using this universal
value, a new approach to detect the interface between turbulent and laminar regimes
was proposed. This approach could eventually lead to the identi¯cation of the
interface, which showed a good agreement with that determined by three approaches
mentioned previously.
Part of the results of the present study were published in Journal of Fluid Me-
chanics (Nikitin et al. 2009a) and reported at British applied mathematics col-
loquium (Nikitin et al. 2009b), and Euromech European Turbulence Conference
(Nikitin et al. 2009c). Another journal paper is under consideration (Wang et al.
2010).
1.3 Thesis structure
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:
The background on the research of eccentric annular pipes is described in Chapter
2. This section consists of a literature review and a description of the numerical
methods. Then, the procedure of parallelizing code is presented in Chapter 3. In
this chapter, the e±ciency of the parallelization is discussed. The validation of
the code is also described. In Chapter 4, the investigation of the case of fully
turbulent °ow in eccentric annular duct is described. Chapter 5 is devoted to the
20
study of the partly turbulent °ow case. Three approaches for detecting interfaces
in partly turbulent °ow of rotating eccentric pipes were compared and discussed.
Subsequently, in Chapter 6, the temporal disturbance growth rate in partly turbulent
°ow case was analyzed. The summary of the PhD work and further research are
presented in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Background
In the literature review section of this chapter, the results obtained from experi-
ments performed on eccentric pipes in the past are reviewed. The direct numerical
simulation (DNS), which is the main investigative approach in this project is dis-
cussed subsequently. The secondary °ow, as an intrinsic feature of turbulent °ow
in non-circular ducts is also discussed. The second section in this chapter describes
the details of the numerical methods used in this project.
2.1 Literature review
2.1.1 Eccentric annular pipes
An eccentric annular duct is a prototype element in a number of engineering ap-
plications. A considerable experimental and modelling e®ort has been devoted to
determining both the details of the °ow ¯eld and heat transfer characteristics for
such kind of a °ow. Deissler & Taylor (1955) derived an analytical model assuming
that the universal velocity pro¯le for circular tube can be applied along lines normal
to the bounding walls of the annular duct. They obtained analytical results for fully
developed heat transfer and °ow in eccentric annuli with same radius ratio but dif-
ferent eccentricities. They concluded that the maximum velocities were found to be
near to inner cylinder, and that the locations of the line of maximum velocities did
not depend on the Reynolds number. The authors also mentioned that the friction
factor and Nusselt numbers were inversely proportional to the eccentricity. This
means that the larger the eccentricity was, the smaller the friction factors and Nus-
selt numbers were. Experimental determination of friction factor for relatively large
diameter-ratio ducts (° = ri=ro = 0:688; 0:75; 0:875) was reported by Dodge (1963).
Wol®e (1962) carried out the experiments of axial turbulent °ow in a circular pipe
containing a ¯xed eccentric core. The author measured velocity pro¯les along lines
perpendicular to the outer bounding wall in an annulus with diameter ratio 0.65
and eccentricity 0.46. A wide-ranging experimental study aimed at determining
friction factor characteristics and details of the °ow ¯eld was conducted by Jonsson
& Sparrow (1966). The experiments were performed utilizing three annular ducts
of di®erent diameter ratios. In each case eccentricity was varied from zero to unity.
In order to obtain the broadest possible perspective, the velocity ¯eld was measured
in three di®erent ways: contour maps, law of the wall velocity pro¯les and defect
law of pro¯les. The authors found that the friction factors investigated in their
experiments represented the same tendency as the eccentricities increased. They
found that hydrodynamic development lengths increased with increasing eccentric-
ity. Later, the experimental study of turbulent °ow in a circular pipe containing
one or two rods located o®-centre was described in Kacker (1973). In that paper,
the friction factor in both cases was found to be about 5% higher than the simple
pipe friction factor. The validity of universal law of the wall near the rod surface
was checked by measuring the mean-velocity. Secondary-°ow velocities were found
to be about 1% of the mean velocity, they were only 0.5% of the mean velocity in
the gap between two pins. The authors concluded that the secondary °ow could not
be neglected if a force balance was used to determine the shear stress distribution
on the rod surface.
Some analytical observations using a bipolar coordinate system were presented
in Usui & Tsuruta (1980). The author applied an integral transformation technique
(Kirchho® transformation) to eccentric annuli with a large range of radius ratios
and eccentricities. The Reynolds number, eccentricity, and radius ratio ranges were
Re = 10000 ¡ 20000, e = 0:1 ¡ 0:99 and ° = 0:28 ¡ 0:75 respectively. The author
presented a theoretical method for prediction of the turbulent °ow in the eccentric
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annuli. It was found that the friction factors derived in the theory were 8% less than
those obtained in experiments. For high Reynolds number, the prediction of friction
factors was in a good agreement with the experimental results. In that paper, it
was also found that the circumferential wall shear stresses presented were almost
the same results in both turbulent °ow and laminar °ow.
The analysis and measurements of momentum and heat transfer to inner and
outer tube walls in a turbulent °ow in an eccentric annulus was conducted by Ogino
et al. (1987). The experiments were carried out using an open circuit °ow system.
The Reynolds number based on the equivalent diameter was varied from 5000 to
40,000. The eccentricity was varied from 0.25 to 0.75. The radius ratios of eccentric
annuli were 0.308, 0.481 and 0.577. In their studies, the calculated local Nusselt
numbers on both inner and outer cylinders were found to decrease when the ec-
centricity, and radius ratio increased. At the wide gap of the eccentric annuli, the
Nusselt numbers on the inner cylinder were larger than those on the outer cylinder.
Nouri et al. (1993) performed investigations of three components of mean ve-
locity. The corresponding Reynolds shear stresses were measured in concentric and
eccentric annulus °ows of Newtonian and non-Newtonian °uid. The radius ratio
was 0.5, and the eccentricities were 0.5 and 1.0. In that work, the maximum axial
velocity was found to vary circumferentially from 0.85 to 1.41 of bulk velocity. The
mean-velocities which were presented in wall-law coordinates agreed closely with the
law of the wall in the outer cylinder at the wide gap of the eccentric pipe.
2.1.2 Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS)
During the last decades, DNS has been recognized as a powerful and reliable tool
for studying the basic physics of turbulent °ows. Numerous examples showed that
results obtained by DNS are in excellent agreement with experimental ¯ndings, if the
latter are reliable (Moin & Mahesh 1998). In some respects DNS-based studies are
even more advantageous than experimental ones since far more detailed information
on the °ow ¯eld structure can be achieved. However, one major di±culty that
arises with a numerical investigation of turbulent °ow is the presence of a vast
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continuous range of relevant scales of motion which must be resolved by numerical
simulation. That is why most DNS-based works are restricted to relatively low
Reynolds number and focus on simple-geometry °ows for which accurate and e±cient
numerical algorithms exist. For wall-boundary turbulent °ows, the majority of
successful DNS-based studies dealt with the simplest geometry cases such as a plane
channel, a °at plate boundary layer, a circular pipe and some other similar cases.
Kim et al. (1987) performed an investigation on a turbulent channel °ow with
DNS approach. The unsteady Navier-Stokes equations were solved numerically at a
Reynolds number of 3300, based on the mean centreline velocity and channel half-
width. The mesh size was 192£ 129£ 160. It is about 4£ 106 grid points. In that
paper, all essential turbulence scales were resolved on the computational grid and no
subgrid model was used. With the application of DNS, a number of statistical cor-
relations, which complement the existing experimental data, were reported for the
¯rst time. Direct simulation of a turbulent boundary layer on a °at plate was con-
ducted by Spalart (1988) at four Reynolds numbers: Reµ = 225; 300; 670 and 1410.
The results showed a good agreement with experimental results. Eggels et al. (1994)
investigated the fully developed turbulent pipe °ow at Reynolds number Rec ¼ 7000
in both DNS and experiments. They found that numerical results were in excellent
agreement with experimental results for the lower-order statistics, and in reasonably
good for the higher-order statistics. By using DNS, Nikitin (1996) performed an in-
vestigation on the statistical turbulence characteristic of °ow obtained in a circular
pipe and a channel with parallel walls. The calculation was carried out in about 106
grid points. At the time of writing this thesis DNS is a well-established and widely
used tool for studying turbulent °ows.
2.1.3 Secondary °ow
The turbulent °ows discussed above are one-dimensional in the mean. Meanwhile,
two-dimensional (in the mean) turbulent °ows, such as °ows in non-circular ducts
are interesting not only in engineering but also in fundamental aspects. In particu-
lar, they are distinguished by the presence of secondary mean motions in the plane
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perpendicular to the streamwise °ow direction, which are known as secondary mo-
tions of Prandtl's second kind (Bradshaw 1987). For an in¯nitely long straight duct
of arbitrary cross-section the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations always have
an exact laminar steady solution with only one non-zero streamwise velocity com-
ponent, which depends on transversal coordinates only. For the eccentric annular
pipe considered here laminar solution is known. Wilson (1978) solved the equation
which governs the di®erence velocity in an eccentric annular duct using the Galerkin
method. Since transversal velocity components are zero in laminar solution, laminar
°ows in ducts of arbitrary cross-section do not exhibit secondary °ows. In turbulent
°ow the anisotropy of Reynolds stresses in the circumferential direction causes the
appearance of a secondary motion in the cross-sectional plane of the duct. Such
motions are an intrinsic feature of turbulent °ow in non-circular ducts.
Despite the fact that the secondary velocity usually is only 1%-2% of the stream-
wise bulk velocity, secondary motions play a signi¯cant role, since they result in the
cross-stream transfer of momentum, heat and mass. Experiments on and calcu-
lation methods for °ow in straight non-circular ducts involving turbulence-driven
secondary motion were carried out by Demuren & Rodi (1984). Nikitin & Yakhot
(2005) investigated the fully developed turbulent °ow in elliptical ducts with DNS
approach. In that paper, the maximum intensity of the secondary °ows was found to
be 1% and 1.4% of bulk velocity for wide and narrow ducts, respectively. However,
the development of turbulence closure models that can reliably predict turbulence-
driven secondary motions in non-circular ducts is currently not feasible due to the
lack of detailed experimental data. Reported DNS-based studies mainly relate to
turbulent °ows through straight ducts of rectangular cross-section. Direct numerical
simulation of the fully developed turbulent °ow through a straight duct of square
cross-section was performed by Gavrilakis (1992). In that simulation, the central
¯nite-di®erence scheme was used, the number of grid points was 1:61 £ 106. The
author found that the mean secondary °ow ¯eld of the simulated °ow was in good
qualitative agreement with higher-Reynolds-number experiments. The maximum
secondary velocity is about 2 % of the bulk velocity at low Reynolds number. Huser
& Biringen (1993) studied a fully developed, low-Reynolds-number turbulent °ow
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Figure 2.1: Three dimension sketch of the eccentric cylinder.
in a square duct with DNS approach. The calculation was performed at Re¿ = 300
with mesh grid 96£ 101£ 101. They concluded that the mean secondary °ow pat-
tern, the distorted isotachs and the anisotropic Reynolds stress distribution could
be explained by the preferred location of an ejection structure near the corner and
the interaction between bursts from the two intersecting walls.
2.2 Numerical method
We describe here the numerical method used in the present study. This method was
described in its non-parallelized form in Nikitin (2006a).
We consider a pressure-gradient driven °uid °ow between two parallel but ec-
centric circular cylinders of radii ri and ro. The °ow domain G (see ¯gure 2.1)
is
G = f(x; y; z) : (x¡ x1)2 + y2 > r2i \ (x¡ x2)2 + y2 < r2o;¡1 < z <1g: (2.1)
The incompressible °ow is governed by the Navier-Stokes equation and energy
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equations (with dissipation neglected)
@u
@t
= ¡(ur)u¡rp=½+ ºr2u+ kdp^
dz
; (2.2)
½cp
µ
@T
@t
+ div (Tu)
¶
= · div gradT; (2.3)
subject to the incompressibility constraint
divu = 0: (2.4)
By using the two vector identities,
(ur)u = ru
2
2
¡ u£ curlu; r2u = r(divu)¡ curl curlu: (2.5)
equation 2.2 can be represented in the vector form,
@u
@t
= u£ curlu¡ º curl curlu¡ grad
µ
p
½
+
juj2
2
¶
+ k
dp^
dz
: (2.6)
Here, u is the velocity ¯eld, p is the pressure, ½ is the °uid density, º is the
kinematic viscosity, · and cp are the thermal conductivity and speci¯c heat of the
°uid, k is the unit vector in the z-direction. We imply the no-slip boundary con-
dition at the rigid duct's walls and periodic boundary conditions in the streamwise
z-direction. The inner and outer cylinders are assumed to be isothermal with the
temperatures Ti and To, respectively. In equation (2.3), T stands for the tempera-
ture di®erence between the °uid particle and the inner cylinder wall. Thus, T = 0
on the inner wall and T = To¡Ti on the outer one. In equation (2.6), the pressure
gradient is split into two terms, where, due to the implied periodicity, the ¯rst (grad
p) does not contribute to the overall pressure drop. In order to maintain a constant
°ow rate Q0, the mean pressure gradient dp^=dz is determined at each time instant
from the constraint
Z Z
­a
uz(x; y; z; t)dxdy = Q0 = constant: (2.7)
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In equation (2.7), ­a denotes the duct's cross-section, and the integral does not
depend on z due to incompressibility.
The problem is solved by using curvilinear bipolar coordinates (»; ´) introduced
in the cross-sectional plane of the duct
x = ¡H(»; ´) sinh »; y = H(»; ´) sin ´; H(»; ´) = c
cosh » ¡ cos ´ ; (2.8)
where c = [(r2o ¡ r2i ¡ e2)2=(4e2) ¡ r2i ]1=2. The bipolar coordinates vary in the
range 0 · ´ · 2¼ and »i · » · »o, where »i = ln[(1 + c2=r2i )1=2 ¡ c=ri] and
»o = ln[(1 + c
2=r2o)
1=2 ¡ c=ro]. The surfaces » = »i and » = »o coincide with the
surfaces of the inner and outer cylinders, respectively. The plane ´ = 0 intersects
the duct along the wide part of the gap, and ´ = ¼, intersects the duet along its
narrow part.
2.2.1 Spatial discretization
In this work, the non-uniform grid in both cross-sectional coordinates »; ´ was con-
structed ensuring node clustering in the most dynamically signi¯cant regions of the
°ow, in the neighborhood of rigid walls and in the wide gap of the duct (see ¯gure
2.2),
» = ®+ ¯ tanh °(x1 ¡ x¤1); x1 2 [x1i; x1o] = [»i; »o]; (2.9)
´ = x2 ¡ ± sinx2; x2 2 [0; 2¼] (2.10)
The constants ®; ¯; °; ± and x¤1 are chosen to achieve the desired sizes of mesh cells
in physical coordinates by using a uniform grid in (x1; x2) coordinates. In the z-
direction, the °ow is homogeneous, the grid is meshed uniformly in this direction.
With the metric stretching factors
hk =
r
(
@x
@xk
)2 + (
@y
@xk
)2 + (
@z
@xk
)2; k = 1; 2; 3
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Figure 2.2: Cross-sectional mesh grid in wide gap: (a) near inner cylin-
der; (b) near outer cylinder; narrow gap: (c) near inner
cylinder; (d) near outer cylinder.
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the vector operators in curvilinear orthogonal coordinates: gradient of a scalar ¯led
Á, divergence and curl of a vector ¯led u can be written as (Nikitin 2006b):
rÁ =
µ
1
h1
@Á
@x1
;
1
h2
@Á
@x2
;
1
h3
@Á
@x3
¶
; (2.11)
divu =
1
h
·
@
@x1
µ
u»h
h1
¶
+
@
@x2
µ
u´h
h2
¶
+
@
@x3
µ
uzh
h3
¶¸
; (2.12)
curlu =
µ
h1
h
·
@uzh3
@x2
¡ @u´h2
@x3
¸
;
h2
h
·
@u»h1
@x3
¡ @uzh3
@x1
¸
;
h3
h
·
@u´h2
@x1
¡ @u»h1
@x2
¸¶
(2.13)
Here, h = h1h2h3. The metric coe±cients in this work can be written as
h1 = H»
0(x1); h2 = H´0(x2); h3 = 1: (2.14)
Using a staggered mesh grid, pressure, three velocity components, and three
vorticity components are de¯ned at di®erent points of the cell (see ¯gure 2.3). As
shown in the ¯gure, the pressure is de¯ned at the center of the cell, the three velocity
components are de¯ned at the centers of the cell surfaces, and the three vorticity
components are set at the centers of the cell's edges.
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Figure 2.3: Staggered mesh grid.
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With the combination of central di®erences approximation and the cell-averaging
operation,
±kf(xk) =
f(xk +¢k=2)¡ f(xk ¡¢k=2)
¢k
=
@f(xk)
@xk
+O(¢2k); (2.15)
f
k
(xk) =
f(xk ¡¢k=2) + f(xk +¢k=2)
2
= f(xk) +O(¢
2
k): (2.16)
The right-hand and left-hand sides of equations in the equation (2.6) are de¯ned
at the same points. The spatial discretization of Navier-Stokes Equation can be
written as
@u»
@t
=
h1
h
µ
h2u´
1
h3!z
2
¡ h3uz1h2!´
3
¶
¡º h1
h
[±2(!zh3)¡ ±3(!´h2)]¡ 1
h1
±1p; (2.17)
@u´
@t
=
h2
h
µ
h3uz
3
h1!»
3
¡ h1u»2h3!z
1
¶
¡ º h2
h
[±3(!»h1)¡ ±1(!zh3)]¡ 1
h2
±2p; (2.18)
@uz
@t
=
h3
h
µ
h1u»
3
h2!´
1
¡ h2u´3h1!»
2
¶
¡º h3
h
[±1(!´h2)¡ ±2(!»h1)]¡ 1
h3
±3p+dp^=dz:
(2.19)
Here, the discrete equations for the vorticity components and continuity equation
are given
!» =
h1
h
[±2(h3uz)¡ ±3(h2u´)] ;
!´ =
h2
h
[±3(h1u»)¡ ±1(h3uz)] ;
!z =
h3
h
[±1(h2u´)¡ ±2(h1u»)] ;
(2.20)
1
h
·
±1
µ
hu»
h1
¶
+ ±2
µ
hu´
h2
¶
+ ±3
µ
huz
h3
¶¸
= 0: (2.21)
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2.2.2 Pressure solution and time-stepping advancement scheme
If the right-hand sides of equations (2.17-2.19) without the pressure terms are de-
noted by v = v(u) = (v1; v2; v3), the equations can be re-written as follows:
@u»
@t
= v1 ¡ 1
h1
±1p;
@u´
@t
= v2 ¡ 1
h2
±2p;
@uz
@t
= v3 ¡ 1
h3
±3p+ dp^=dz: (2.22)
In this project, the rigid boundaries and the impermeability conditions are set in the
x1 direction, v1 on these boundaries is set to zero. Let us calculate the divergence
of @u=@t and set it to zero at all the p-nodes, the pressure equation can be written
as
div grad p = Div v;
1
h1
±1p = 0; x1 = x1i; x1o: (2.23)
In order to obtain the mean pressure gradient dp^=dz, the last equation in equa-
tion 2.22 is integrated over the entire computational domain
d
dt
X
uzh¢1¢2¢3 =
X
v3h¢1¢2¢3 + dp^=dz
X
h¢1¢2¢3 (2.24)
Since the incompressible condition is set, the integral of uz over the cross-
sectional area of the pipe equals to the °ow rate. In this project, the °ow rate
does not change with time, then
dp^=dz = ¡
X
v3h=
X
h
In generally, the di®erence Poisson equation
div grad p ´ 1
h
µ
±1
h
h21
±1 + ±2
h
h22
±2 + ±3
h
h23
±3
¶
p = q (2.25)
is solved by iterations. With the equation 2.14, we can obtain
µ
1
´0
±1
1
´0
±1 +
1
»0
±2
1
»0
±2 +H
2±3±3
¶
p = H2q (2.26)
Since the coe±cients of this equation are independent of x3, the Fourier transform
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is used in this direction. Then, the problem is solved by the following form:
µ
1
´0
±1
1
´0
±1 +
1
»0
±2
1
»0
±2 ¡H2¸m
¶
xm = ym; m = 1; 2; :::; Nz: (2.27)
Here, Nz is the mesh grid in the z direction, xm and ym are the discrete Fourier
transforms of p and H2q, respectively, and ¸m are the eigenvalues of the operator
¡±3±3 with periodic boundary conditions.
For each m, the conjugate-gradient method (Samarskii & Nikolaev 1978) is used
to solve the equation 2.27:
Bm
(xn+1m ¡ xnm) + (1¡ ®n+1)(xnm ¡ xn¡1m )
®n+1¿n+1
= ¡Amxnm + ym: (2.28)
Here, xnm is the nth approximation to xm, Am are the operators in the equation
2.27, and
Bm =
1
´0
±1
1
´0
±1 +
1
»0
±2
1
»0
±2 ¡H2¸m; H2(x2) =
R
H2(x1; x2)»
0dx1R
»0dx1
: (2.29)
For each m, the iterative parameters are determined by the following formulas
¿n+1 =
(wn; rn)
(Awn; wn)
; n = 0; 1; :::;
®n+1 =
µ
1¡ ¿n+1
®n¿n
(wn; rn)
(wn¡1; rn¡1)
¶¡1
; n = 1; 2; :::; ®1 = 1:
(2.30)
Here, rn = Am ¡ ym is the residual and wn = B¡1rn is the correction. The
equation 2.29 is solved by the fast cyclic reduction method (Swarztrauber 1974).
It is known that the ¯ne resolution of the spatial discretization of the incom-
pressible Navier-Stokes equation can form a sti® problem and requires implicit time-
stepping advancement scheme. However, fully implicit methods are usually not good
for long integration, such as DNS computations of turbulent °ows. Hence, the third
order accurate semi-implicit method Runge-Kutta method is used in the compu-
tation (Nikitin 2005). A linear operator that includes the terms of the equations
that lead to the highest sti®ness is de¯ned as the implicit part. Let us indicate the
implicit linear operator as L. In order to calculate the velocity ¯led from the known
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¯led u = un at the time t = tn to the unknown velocity ¯led u = un+1 at the time
t = tn+1, the procedure of third semi-implicit method is written as the following
forms:
Step 1. vn = v(un);
wn = vn ¡ grad pn + (dp^
dz
)nk; divwn = 0; Q(wn) = 0;
u0 ¡ un
¢t
=
2
3
wn +
1
3
L(u0 ¡ un): (2.31)
Step 2. v0 = v(u0);
w0 = v0 ¡ grad p0 + (dp^
dz
)0k; divw0 = 0; Q(w0) = 0;
u00 ¡ un
¢t
=
1
3
wn +
1
3
w0 +
1
3
L(u00 ¡ u0): (2.32)
step 3. ¹u = (9u0 ¡ 3u00 ¡ 2un)=4;
~u¡ un
¢t
=
1
4
wn +
3
4
w0 +
1
3
L(~u¡ ¹u);
v00 = v(u00); (2.33)
u^¡ un
¢t
=
1
4
wn +
3
4
(v00 ¡ grad p0 + (dp^
dz
)0k) +
1
3
L(u^¡ ~u);
un+1 = u^¡ grad q + d; divun+1 = 0; Q(un+1) = Q0: (2.34)
The step 1. and 2. two have the following three successful sub-steps:
a. The nonlinear and viscous terms are calculated.
b. The pressure is determined according to the previous procedure and the result
¯elds are projected onto the space of divergence-free vectors.
c. Results of the linear system of equations are connected with the implicit operator.
The step 3. has additional step c., and at last the pressure is calculated to guarantee
the ¯nal velocity ¯led is divegenceless. Unlike other semi-implicit three-step schemes
which are second-order accurate, this scheme is a third-order accurate semi-implicit
scheme.
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After completing all steps we have
un+1 = u(tn+1) +O(¢4t ) and ~u = u(t
n+1) +O(¢3t ) (2.35)
The above two approximations with di®erent orders enable to assess the local
accuracy of integration and to control the time-step size.
Applying the above algorithm to the computation of °ows in eccentric pipes,the
°ow chart of program is shown in the ¯gure 2.4.
 
Initial data  
Calculating convective and viscous terms, right part without pressure 
Time advancement with 3
rd
-semi Runge-Kutta 
Time averaging and z  direction averaging 
Exit 
Figure 2.4: Flow chart of the numerical procedure.
The numerical procedure can be described as follows. Starting with some initial
three-dimensional velocity ¯eld, the governing equations are integrated in time until
a statistically steady state is reached. Then, the mean °ow and turbulence statistical
quantities are obtained by further time-advancing and averaging both in time and
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along the homogeneous z-direction. All numerical approaches to be used are well
veri¯ed by the co-investigator in previous DNS studies (Nikitin & Yakhot 2005;
Nikitin 2006a). The computational grid to be used is adjusted to the °ow conditions,
so that the grid nodes are clustered in the dynamically most signi¯cant region,
namely in the wide part of the gap.
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Chapter 3
Parallel calculation and code
validation
The procedure of the code parallelization is described in this chapter. The perfor-
mance and results of the parallel computation are compared and discussed in section
3.3 and Section 3.4, respectively.
3.1 Message passing interface (MPI)
DNS method is an expensive scheme requiring huge computational resources. The
higher the Reynolds number is, the more computational resources are required, espe-
cially for solving the Poisson equation. Under this situation, the parallel computing
that can reduce computing time and save work load is applied in this project.
According to the number of di®erent programs running in parallel computation,
the parallel computers can be categorized into the following two forms: Single-
Program Multiple-Data (SPMD) and Multiple-Program Multiple-Data (MPMD).
The SPMD model only uses one program and each processor runs the same program
with di®erent sets of data. With the MPMD model each processor uses a di®erent
program but solves the same problem.
From the viewpoint of physical categorization, shared memory and distributed
memory are the two basic architectures, which are used in parallel computers. For
the shared-memory architecture, each processor exchanges data and communicates
by the shared memory. The distributed-memory architecture includes nodes which
are connected by a network. Each node has its own processor, memory and I/O
system. Compared to the shared-memory model, distributed-memory one is more
extensible.
Based on the SPMD and distributed memory model, the message passing in-
terface is used in this project. This parallelization tool de¯nes a portable interface
to write message-passing programs. The standard usually consists of the following
features:
² Collective operations
² Point to point communication
² Communication contexts
² Bindings for Fortran 77 or C
² Process groups
² Process topologies
² Environmental management and inquiry
² Pro¯ling interface
3.2 MPI implication
With the application of MPI, the eccentric pipe is divided into several blocks of the
same size along the streamwise z direction.
Each block is assigned to a process to compute the partial values of the whole
domain. Therefore, the calculation of the iterative algorithm can be divided into
several processes (see ¯gure 3.1). If these processes are distributed to di®erent
processors, the simulation can be performed in parallel. The memory needed for the
calculation is distributed between the nodes.
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Figure 3.1: The distribution of blocks.
Because the ¯nite di®erence method is used in the simulation, each block should
contain overlapping areas which save relevant data for its neighbouring blocks (see
¯gure 3.2).
P
n+1
P
n
P
n-1
Figure 3.2: Exchange of neighbouring block values.
However, when the data is distributed along the z direction, a problem arises. As
mentioned above the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method is used in z direction to
solve the Poisson equation. This requires that the calculation should be performed
along the whole domain of the z direction. Thus, the distribution along the z
direction have to be changed to a distribution along the ´ direction when the FFT
is carried out (see ¯gure 3.3). Once the FFT calculation ¯nishes, the distribution is
changed back to z direction.
3.3 Performance of MPI
Compared with the computation without MPI, the computing speed should increase
much more with the parallel program. Actually, the solution of the Poisson equation
and the third-order semi-implicit Runge-Kutta is the most time-consuming. Thus,
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Figure 3.3: Exchange of data distribution.
number of processors Time cost (sec) Speed ratios, S(n) E±ciency, E(n)
1 270.09 1 100%
2 139.48 1.94 96.82%
4 75.85 3.56 89.02%
8 44.46 6.07 75.94%
16 23.13 11.68 72.97%
32 11.52 23.45 73.27%
Table 3.1: Parallel execution times.
the measurements of computing speed were only taken before and after the time
step advancement. Here, the case with mesh grid 128 £ 512 £ 128 is chosen. The
results of time cost are listed in the table 3.1.
Here, the speed ratio and e±ciency are given
S(n) = T (1)=T (n)
E(n) = T (1)=(n ¢ T (n))
Here n is the number of processors, T (1) is the time cost of single processor without
parallelization, and T (n) is the time cost of one of the processors with parallelization.
The ¯gure 3.4 shows that the speed ratio does not achieve the ideal value S(n) =
n when the simulation is performed with n processors. As the number of processors
increases, the di®erence between the speed ratio and the ideal value becomes larger.
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Figure 3.4: Speed ratios compared with the single processor without MPI.
The e±ciency also decreases with increasing number of processors. Therefore, in
order to make the parallelization more e±cient, the following guidelines should be
followed
² Balance workload of parallel processes
² minimize the communication time spent between processors
3.4 Results validation
The parallelization code is validated in three runs with di®erent Reynolds number
and geometric parameters of the pipes. The geometric and mesh parameters used
are listed in the table 3.2. Here, d»£d´£dz ¼ H¢»£H¢´£¢z. In case A, case B,
and case C, the mesh cells are 220 ¼ 1:05£ 106, 220 ¼ 1:05£ 106 and 223 ¼ 8:3£ 106
respectively.
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Case A Case B
Case C
Figure 3.5: Di®erent mesh grids.
Case A B C
Reynolds number 4000 4000 8000
ri,ro,e 1,2,0.5 2,3,0.5 4,5,0.5
N» £N´ £Nz 64£ 256£ 64 64£ 256£ 64 128£ 512£ 128
Lz 6.28 6.28 6.28
d»;min,d»;max 0.0058,0.0415 0.0063,0.040 0.0027,0.021
d´;min,d´;max 0.0090,0.0251 0.019,0.035 0.02,0.028
dz 0.0981 0.0981 0.049
d+»;min,d
+
»;max 0.8546,6.125 1.02,6.6 0.85,6.4
d+´;min,d
+
´;max 1.325,3.709 3.1,5.7 6.1,8.6
d+z 14.47 15.98 15.03
Table 3.2: Geometric and mesh parameters.
The orthogonal meshes of di®erent cases are shown in the ¯gure 3.5. The widest
gap of the pipe along the radius direction is the most interesting region. The highest
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local °ow velocity and the highest turbulence intensity are created in this region.
The minimum and maximum cell sizes in the widest cross section are listed in the
sixth and seventh lines of the table.
In order to obtain the resolution of the turbulent boundary layer on the wall,
the mesh size in the perpendicular direction to the walls should not be greater than
» 1l¿ . The size of the most intense near-wall vortices are v 1000l¿ in the streamwise
direction and ¼ 100l¿ in the spanwise direction. Here, l¿ = º=u¿ is the wall length
scale, and u¿ = (¿w=½)
1=2 is the wall shear velocity. As seen in the above table,
the meshes are ¯ne enough to catch the most important turbulent structures. It
indicates the parallelization code works well. Normalization by the wall variables is
denoted by a superscript +.
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Chapter 4
Fully turbulent °ow and heat
transfer
In this chapter, a detailed statistical analysis of turbulent °ow and heat transfer
in eccentric annular duct was performed with particular emphasis on the needs of
turbulence closure models. The investigation is carried out when the turbulent
°ow occupies the entire duct's cross-section. In this work, a large number of °ow
characteristics such as components of the Reynolds stress tensor, secondary motion,
temperature-velocity correlations and some other °ow parameters are studied for
such kind of a °ow.
4.1 Parameters of the simulation
The results are obtained at Reynolds number Re = 8000 and Prandtl number Pr =
®=º = 1 (® = ·=(½cp) is the thermal di®usivity of the °uid) for the duct with the
diameter ratio ° = 0:5 and the eccentricity e = 0:5. The simulation is performed
with a streamwise period Lz = 12:56± on a mesh with 128 £ 512 £ 256 grid nodes
in the »¡, ´¡ and z-directions, respectively. The grid sizes in the widest (´ = 0)
and the narrowest (´ = ¼) regions of the °ow domain in the vicinity of the inner
and outer cylinders are given in the table 4.1. Local viscous length scales are used
in each case. The data in table 4.1 demonstrate adequacy of the grid to represent
the smallest scales in the wall-bounded turbulent °ow at given Reynolds number.
Wide gap Narrow gap
(¢r = H¢»)+ inner 1.2 0.39
(¢r = H¢»)+ outer 1.1 0.19
(ri¢µ = H¢´)
+ inner 1.4 3.1
(ro¢µ = H¢´)
+ outer 3.6 4.2
¢z+ inner 15.1 10.5
¢z+ outer 14.2 9.8
Table 4.1: Grid resolutions.
In what follows, all data are presented in the non-dimensional form with the bulk
velocity Ub, the mean clearance ± and the wall-temperature di®erence To ¡ Ti as
the velocity, length and temperature scales, respectively. Flow statistics presented
in this work were obtained by the time averaging over the interval Tav = 2817.
The adequacy of the time-averaging interval was validated by comparing with the
statistics obtained with di®erent intervals: Tav = 1428; 1045; 645. For the most
characteristics shown in this work, the chosen interval is su±ciently long. The few
cases where the time-averaging interval is not fully adequate are discussed below.
Figure 4.1: Location of lines chosen for data presentation.
In order to provide the broadest possible perspective, the details of the °ow and
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temperature ¯elds over the cross-sectional plane are displayed in several di®erent
ways. The ¯rst is in the form of contour maps, while the second and third show
pro¯les along the lines normal to the bounding walls, normalized either by conven-
tional scales, or by the local wall variables. The set of nine normal-to-walls lines
´ = ´j; j = 0; :::; 8 chosen for the data presentation are equally spaced in the cir-
cumferential direction within the upper half of the cross-section. The averaged °ow
is symmetric about the plane y = 0, therefore the lower-half distributions are not
shown. The location of the nine lines within the duct's cross-section is shown in
¯gure 4.1 and the values of ´j are given in table 4.2. For simplicity we call the
pro¯les along the lines ´ = ´j radial pro¯les, although the lines ´ = constant are
not straight lines except ´ = 0 and ´ = ¼. The radial pro¯les at each ´ are given
as functions of distance d measured along the line from the midpoint between the
cylinder walls,
d =
Z »
»i
H(»; ´)d» ¡ h
2
; L =
Z »o
»i
H(»; ´)d»: (4.1)
Here, L is the local duct's clearance. When the data are normalized by the local wall
variables u¿ and l¿ de¯ned by the local wall shear stress ¿w either on the inner or the
outer wall, the distance to the wall d+ is measured along straight lines perpendicular
to the respective wall.
j 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
´j=¼ 0 0.0723 0.1489 0.2348 0.3329 0.4510 0.6053 0.7903 1.0
Table 4.2: Values of ´ along the data presentation lines.
Circumferential variation of °ow characteristics is presented in this work in the
form of functions of bipolar coordinate ´. Each value of ´ corresponds to di®erent
angular coordinates µ1 and µ2 on the inner and outer cylinder walls. The correspon-
dence between µ1, µ2 and ´ is given in ¯gure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Angular coordinates on the inner µ1 and the outer µ2 cylinder
walls as functions of bipolar coordinate ´.
4.2 Results
4.2.1 Wall friction and mean velocity
The law of friction in eccentric ducts is an issue of controversial discussions. The
most thorough measurement of the friction factor Cf = ¿w=0:5½U
2
b was performed
by Jonsson & Sparrow (1966). In the de¯nition of friction factor, ¿w is the wall
friction averaged along both bounding walls. It is related to the mean pressure
gradient by
¿w =
±
2
µ
¡dp^
dz
¶
: (4.2)
Jonsson & Sparrow (1966) analyzed the °ows in eccentric ducts with diameter ratios
° = 0:281, 0:561, and 0:75. For each of these ducts, eccentricity varied from zero
to unity. The Reynolds number range of the investigation extended from 8000 to
180000. The friction-factor information was correlated by a power-law relationship
of the type Cf = C=Re
n. It was found that an n value of 0:18 provided the most
satisfactory correlation for all Reynolds numbers, diameter ratios and eccentricities.
Di®erent Reynolds number exponents, larger than 0:18 were suggested in Demuren
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& Rodi (1984) and in Dodge (1963). Regarding the value of C, it depends both on
° and e. In general, for a ¯xed Reynolds number and diameter ratio, the friction
factor decreases with increasing eccentricity. Kacker (1973) experimentally deduced
the relation Cf = 0:0445Re
¡0:196 for the eccentric annulus with ° = 0:176 and
e = 0:475 as well as for the pipe with two rods located o®-center. Nouri et al. (1993)
measured the friction factor in a duct with ° = 0:5 for three values of eccentricities,
e = 0; 0:5 and 1. They found that at Re = 26; 600 the friction factor in the concentric
annulus was about 8% larger than that for a smooth circular pipe. In the eccentric
ducts Cf was lower than in the concentric one by 8% and 22.5% for e = 0:5 and
e = 1, respectively.
In our simulation, the friction factor was Cf = 8:28£ 10¡3. This value is almost
four times larger than that in the laminar °ow at the same Reynolds number, where
Cf = 2:21 £ 10¡3 and is very close to the friction factor for a circular pipe as
predicted by the Blasius formula Cf = 0:0791Re
¡0:25; the di®erence is -1.0%. Thus,
our data agree with the Nouri et al. (1993) prediction for the eccentric duct.
Distribution of the local wall shear stress ¿w;z along the inner and the outer walls
is shown in ¯gure 4.3. Shear stress on the inner wall is 10%-15% higher than that on
the outer wall everywhere along the perimeter. Laminar °ow distributions are also
shown in ¯gure 4.3 giving an immediate idea of rising the friction force in turbulent
°ow.
In what follows, we use the upper-case letters to denote mean values of the
pressure and velocity components: P ´ hpi; Uz = huzi and so on. Mean velocity
distribution over the duct's cross-section is shown in ¯gure 4.4 and 4.5 and compared
with that in the laminar °ow. The latter is a solution to the equation
º
¸2
µ
@2Uz
@»2
+
@2Uz
@´2
¶
¡ 1
½
dp^
dz
= 0: (4.3)
Radial pro¯les in the laminar °ow have almost parabolic shape for each ´, while
in the turbulent °ow the pro¯les have typical turbulent shape. The mean velocity
distribution in the turbulent °ow is signi¯cantly °attened out both in the radial and
in the circumferential direction compared with that in the laminar °ow. Maximal
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Figure 4.3: Local wall shear stress distribution in laminar °ow (lower lines)
and turbulent °ow (upper lines). Dashed lines: inner wall; solid
lines: outer wall
velocities in the wide and in the narrow gaps are 1.36 and 0.85, respectively, in
the turbulent °ow and 2.37 and 0.29 in the laminar °ow. The pro¯les are slightly
inclined towards the inner wall in the both °ows: the maximum velocity occurred at
locations closer to the inner wall. The same inclination of turbulent velocity pro¯le in
the wide gap was observed experimentally by Nouri et al. (1993) in the duct with the
same eccentricity and diameter ratio and close Reynolds number Re = 8900. Mean
velocity pro¯les of present simulation in the wide and narrow gaps are compared
with experimental data of Nouri et al. (1993) in ¯gure 4.6. The agreement is very
good in both cases.
It is common practice to represent turbulent velocity pro¯les in duct °ow in
terms of the so-called law of the wall. The validity of the universal logarithmic
mean velocity distribution
U+z = A log d
+ +B (4.4)
in eccentric annulus is discussed in a number of investigations. In their analysis
Deissler & Taylor (1955) assumed that the law of the wall with constants A = 2:78
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Figure 4.4: Mean velocity contours: (a) laminar °ow; (b) turbulent °ow.
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Figure 4.5: Mean velocity pro¯les: (a) laminar °ow; (b) turbulent °ow.
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Figure 4.6: Mean-velocity pro¯les: (a) comparison of present simulation
(lines) with experiment Nouri et al. (1993) (symbols), solid line
and closed symbols correspond to the wide gap (´ = 0), dashed
line and open symbols correspond to the narrow gap (´ = ¼);
(b) wide-gap pro¯les: closed symbols correspond to inner pro-
¯le, open symbols correspond to outer pro¯le, solid line: mean
velocity in a plane channel °ow at Re¿ = 211, dashed line:
U+z = 2:5 log d
+ + 5:0.
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and B = 3:8 is valid everywhere in the duct along the lines perpendicular to the walls
of the annulus. The measurement of Jonsson & Sparrow (1966) did not substantiate
this assumption. They found that in a concentric annulus the inner pro¯les lie
substantially lower than the outer ones. After inspecting three di®erent diameter
ratios they suggested expression (4.4) with constants A = 2:44; B = 4:9 for inner
pro¯les and A = 2:56; B = 4:9 for outer pro¯les. In eccentric case a fair agreement
with the universal logarithmic distribution was observed only for outer pro¯les when
µ2 is ¼=2 or 2¼=3. At larger angles experimental points lie signi¯cantly higher than
the universal line. For the inner pro¯les the universal logarithmic distribution in the
wide gap was observed only for the largest diameter ratio ° = 0:75 of the duct. A
similar conclusion that in eccentric annulus the law of the wall is valid for the outer
wall except in the smallest gap, but the near-inner-wall °ow is not represented by
a logarithmic region particularly in the smallest gap, was derived by Nouri et al.
(1993).
In our simulation, the inner and outer pro¯les in the widest gap are very close to
each other down to about d+ = 100, when normalized by the corresponding local-
wall scales (see ¯gure 4.6b). In the region 30 < d+ < 100 they both are described
reasonably well by the correlation U+z = 2:5 log d
+ + 5:0. Also shown in ¯gure 4.6
is the mean velocity pro¯le obtained by Gilbert in DNS of plane channel °ow at
Re¿ = 211. It is taken from the DNS database of turbulence and heat transfer
available online (http://www.thtlab.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp/DNS/dns database.html).
Mean velocity pro¯les U+z (d
+) along the lines ´ = ´j are shown in ¯gure 4.7.
To exclude possible e®ect of the small-scale irregularities in the ¿w distribution, the
wall shear stress for each radial pro¯le ´j was averaged over the interval [0:5(´j¡1 +
´j); 0:5(´j + ´j+1)]. Although the Reynolds number in present simulations was sig-
ni¯cantly lower than that in the cited experimental investigations, our results are in
good qualitative agreement with experiment. The logarithmic regions in the veloc-
ity pro¯les may be detected in the wide gap, ´ · ´3, while the narrow-gap pro¯les
lie substantially higher than the logarithmic line. The logarithmic distribution with
constants A = 2:65 and B = 4:5 is clearly visible in the outer pro¯les. The loga-
rithmic region in the inner pro¯les is less pronounced and has less steep slope. The
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Figure 4.7: Mean velocity pro¯les: (a) inner pro¯les; (b) outer pro¯les.
corresponding constants are A = 2:35 and B = 5:5.
Systematic deviation of the narrow-gap pro¯les from the logarithmic line in our
case may be attributed to a small local Reynolds number e®ect. Distribution of
the local Reynolds number Relocal along circumferential direction is shown in ¯gure
4.8. Relocal(´) is based on the average velocity along a line ´ = constant and on the
local clearance of the duct L de¯ned in equation 4.1. Dashed line in the ¯gure 4.8
presents distribution of the Reynolds number Re¿;local(´) based on the half of the
local duct's clearance and the local friction velocity (calculated by the wall shear
stress, averaged over two walls). Reynolds number Relocal decreases from 7050 in
the wide gap down to 1300 in the narrow gap. In this section Re¿;local is as small as
52 which is below the smallest Re¿ = 64 of turbulence existence in a plane channel
°ow found by Tsukahara et al. (2005).
4.2.2 Reynolds stresses
Distribution of Reynolds stresses hu0iu0ji over the duct cross-section is shown in ¯gure
4.9 in the form of radial pro¯les. The most of the data shown in ¯gure 4.9 are
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Figure 4.8: Local Reynolds number distribution. Solid Line: Relocal; dashed
line: Re¿;local.
averaging independent. This, however, is not fully true for the statistics re°ecting
the azimuthal inhomogeneity of the °ow, i.e. hu0»u0´i and hu0´u0zi (in azimuthally
homogeneous °ow, such as the °ow in concentric annulus, these statistics are zero).
The corresponding pro¯les should be treated with certain care. The idea, how
di®erent statistics depend on the time-averaging interval Tav may be obtained from
¯gure 4.10. In this ¯gure, the pro¯les of hu0zu0zi and hu0»u0´i (the latter characteristic
is the most sensitive to time-averaging interval) are shown for one particular radial
section, ´ = ´4, but for di®erent time-averaging intervals: Tav = 645; 1045; 1428 and
2817. One can see almost complete coincidence of all pro¯les of hu0zu0zi proving the
adequacy of averaging, while some quantitative (but not qualitative) modi¯cations
are present in the hu0»u0´i pro¯les for di®erent Tav.
The shape of the normal stresses hu0iu0ii is fairly predictable in the most part
of the duct cross-section. Normal stresses exhibit a typical behaviour peculiar to
wall-bounded turbulent °ows with maximal values in the near-wall region. The
only exception is the atypical increase in the intensity of circumferential velocity
°uctuations in the narrow part of the duct. Shear stress hu0»u0zi is also typical to
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Figure 4.9: Pro¯les of Reynolds stresses components: (a) hu0»u0»i £ 103; (b)
hu0´u0´i£103; (c) hu0zu0zi£102; (d) hu0»u0´i£104; (e) hu0»u0zi£103;
(f) hu0´u0zi £ 103.
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Figure 4.10: Radial pro¯les of Reynolds stresses tensor components (a)
hu0zu0zi and (b) hu0»u0´i at section ´ = ´4 obtained with di®er-
ent time-averaging intervals. Dashed, dash-dotted, dash-dot-
dotted and solid lines correspond to Tav = 645; 1045; 1428 and
2817, respectively.
wall-bounded °ows. Its shape may be explained by considering wall-normal velocity
°uctuations acting across the longitudinal mean velocity gradient: a positive wall-
normal velocity °uctuation leads to a negative °uctuation of the uz near the inner
cylinder wall, where @Uz=@» is positive, and to a positive °uctuation of the uz
near the outer cylinder wall, where @Uz=@» is negative. As a result, shear stress
hu0»u0zi is negative in the inner region and positive in the outer one. The analogous
consideration is valid for the explanation of the shape of the hu0´u0zi. Circumferential
gradient of the mean velocity, @Uz=@´ is negative everywhere in the upper half of the
duct cross-section, thus, a positive velocity °uctuation of the ´-component leads to
a positive °uctuation of the z-component and vice versa. Hence, hu0´u0zi is positive
everywhere in the upper half of the duct and negative in the lower half.
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4.2.3 Quadrant analysis and streaky structures
In Brodkey's study (Brodkey et al. 1974), the authors concluded that ejections and
sweeps were, on the average, considerably more intense and of a larger scale than
the interaction-type motions. All four quadrants occurred with about the same
frequency for y+ > 10. Ejection-type motions were about 1=3 more intense than
sweep-type motions in the region of maximum Reynolds stress. The qualitative
similarity in the shape of the wide- and narrow-gap velocity statistics shown in
the ¯gures 4.7 and 4.9 suggests that essentially the same physics lies behind the
turbulence in each radial section of the duct. This supposition gets further support
by quadrant analysis of the Reynolds shear stresses in di®erent parts of the duct.
The quadrant analysis, proposed in Willamarth & Lu (1972) and Brodkey et al.
(1974), provides the detailed information on the contribution of di®erent °ow events
to the turbulence production. The analysis divided the Reynolds shear stress into
four categories Q1 ¡ Q4 according to the signs of longitudinal u0z and wall-normal
u
0
n velocity °uctuations. The contribution to the Reynolds shear stress from each
quadrant in the (u
0
zu
0
n) plane is shown in 4.11. The data for the widest and the
narrowest gap are given in ¯gure 4.11 and compared with corresponding distributions
in plane channel °ow. The quadrant analysis in the present study was conducted
by analyzing a single instantaneous °ow ¯eld, thus, no time averaging and only
averaging over the z-direction was applied. Nevertheless, the data presented in
¯gure 4.11 shows a very similar, and not only qualitatively, but also quantitatively
behaviour in both wide and narrow gaps of the eccentric annulus and in plane
channel °ow. This behaviour is characterized by the dominance of so-called sweep
events Q4 in the immediate vicinity of the wall (d
+ . 12) which is replaced by the
ejection events Q2 at further distance from the wall.
The self-sustaining process of turbulence regeneration in wall-bounded °ows is
associated with the existence of longitudinal streaks in near-wall velocity ¯eld. The
streaks are most pronounced in the region of bu®er layer of the mean velocity pro¯le.
The footprints of streaks can be detected on the wall surface in the ¯eld of velocity
gradient. Figure 4.12 presents instantaneous distribution of the °uctuation part of
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: Near-wall distribution of the Reynolds shear stress < u
0
»u
0
z > from each
quadrant normalized by the local mean shear stress: (a) inner cylinder; (b)
outer cylinder. Thick lines: wide gap; thin lines: narrow gap; dashed: ¯rst
quadrant; solid: second quadrant; dash-dotted: third quadrant; dotted:
fourth quadrant. Symbols, plane channel °ow at Re¿ = 180 (Kim et al.
1987): ¤, ¯rst; ±, second; ¥, third; ², fourth quadrant.
the longitudinal velocity gradient @u
0
z=@n on the surfaces of the inner and outer
cylinders. Streaky structures are clearly visible all over the surfaces including the
narrow part of the duct, where the intensity of streaks is, however, signi¯cantly
lower than that in the wide part.
4.2.4 Secondary motion
Anisotropy of Reynolds stresses in the circumferential direction causes the appear-
ance of a secondary motion in the cross-sectional plane of the duct. The streamlines
of the secondary °ow are shown in ¯gure 4.13a. The secondary motion exhibits
a pair of main well-pronounced counter-rotating vortices on each side of the plane
of symmetry. These vortices transfer the high-momentum °uid from the wide to
the narrow parts of the duct along the midline of the gap and return the slow-
momentum °uid along the duct walls. The vortex attached to the inner cylinder
is rather more intense compared to its partner attached to the outer cylinder. The
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Figure 4.12: Footprints of longitudinal velocity streaks on the cylinder sur-
faces @u
0
z=@n.
maximum velocity in the secondary motion is 0.0135 and is attained in the vicinity
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.13: (a) Streamlines of secondary motion and (b) its intensityq
U2» + U
2
´ £ 100. Solid and dashed streamlines correspond
to a counter-clockwise and a clockwise rotation, respectively.
of the inner wall. Contour map of secondary-motion intensity
q
U2» + U
2
´ is shown
in ¯gure 4.13b.
Similar secondary-motion pattern with two circulation cells on each half of the
duct with the larger vortex located close to the inner wall was detected experimen-
tally by Nouri et al. (1993). They reported the secondary-motion values of 2.5%
of the bulk velocity in the duct with an eccentricity of 1.0 which was 35% greater
than that with an eccentricity of 0.5. However, the direction of °uid rotation in
the secondary-motion cells measured by Nouri et al. (1993) suggests transport of
°uid from wider to narrow regions along the duct walls which is opposite to ours. It
should be noted, that direction of secondary motion measured by Nouri et al. (1993)
is atypical to turbulent °ows in non-circular ducts. The existing experimental and
DNS data for ducts with rectangular and elliptic cross-section point to the opposite
direction of secondary motion with °uid transport from the wider part to the narrow
along the middle of the gap and return transport along the walls.
In experiments of Kacker (1973) only one circulation cell was detected on each
half of the eccentric duct cross-section. It is attached to the inner cylinder and is
similar to our largest cell of the two. It should be noted that the experiments of
Kacker (1973) were conducted in the duct with diameter ratio ° = 0:18 which is
very di®erent from ours ° = 0:5. It is also possible that the smaller circulation cell
was not detected in Kacker (1973) because of its small intensity.
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The secondary-motion pattern shown in ¯gure 4.13a was obtained by the aver-
aging of the °ow in time, along the streamwise direction and about the symmetry
plane y = 0. As it was noted in the context of Reynolds stresses, the time-averaging
interval Tav = 2817 is not fully adequate for the characteristics re°ecting azimuthal
inhomogeneity of the °ow. It is unlikely, however, that the smaller circulation cell
in the secondary motion appeared as a result of the averaging procedure or inad-
equacy of the time-averaging interval. Figure 4.14 presents secondary-motion pat-
terns obtained with no averaging over the plane y = 0 and with two very di®erent
time-averaing intervals. One can see from the ¯gure that in spite of some di®erence
in ¯ne details, the main pattern with two circulation cells in each half of the duct
cross-section is represented well in both cases.
4.2.5 On the forces acting on the duct walls
The presence of the secondary motion implies the existence of a non-zero pressure
force
Fp;x = ¡
Z 2¼
0
P(n; i)Hd´ (4.5)
acting on each of the cylinders. From the ´-component of the momentum equation
it follows that on the cylinders surfaces
@P
@´
= ½ºH¡1
@2U´
@»2
: (4.6)
Thus, the inhomogeneity of the pressure distribution around the duct walls is
caused by the presence of the secondary motion. The main secondary-motion pattern
shown in the ¯gure 4.13 suggests that @2U´=@»
2 is positive on a large part of both
cylinders, which means that the wall pressures on both cylinders in the narrow part
of the duct is greater than those in the wide part. Integration of (4.6) supports
this conjecture. Pressure distribution on the cylinder wall is shown in ¯gure 4.15a.
The free constant of the integration is chosen so that P = 0 on the inner cylinder
at ´ = 0. It is readily seen from ¯gure 4.15(a) that the pressure force acts on the
cylinders in opposite directions.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.14: (a) Streamlines of secondary motion with no averaging sym-
metry plane y = 0. Time-averaging intervals: (a) Tav = 1045;
(b) Tav = 2817.
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Figure 4.15: (a) Pressure distribution on the cylinders wall; (b) circumfer-
ential component of the wall shear stress. Dashed lines: inner
cylinder; solid lines: outer cylinder.
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Apart from the pressure force there is a friction force caused by the circumferen-
tial component of the wall shear stress ¿w;´ = ½º@U´=@n on the cylinders surfaces.
In the last expression n stands for the normal vector pointing from the rigid wall
into the °uid. It is readily seen from the ¯gure 4.13 that ¿w;´ is negative on the
inner wall, i.e. the friction force acts on the inner cylinder from narrow gap towards
the wide gap. Concerning the outer cylinder, there are regions of both negative
and positive shear stress. The distribution of ¿w;´ along the inner and outer walls
is shown in ¯gure 4.15b. By comparing with the axial component of the wall shear
stress ¿w;z shown in the ¯gure 4.3 one can see that the maximum of the circumfer-
ential component is about 2% of the axial component and is attained on the inner
cylinder. The integral friction force due to ¿w;´ acting on each cylinder (per unit
length) is directed along the x-axis (y-component of the force is zero because of the
symmetry over the plane y=0) and is expressed by the integral
F¿;x =
Z 2¼
0
¿w;´ (k´; i)Hd´; (4.7)
where i and k´ are the unit vectors in the x and ´ directions, respectively. F¿;x is
estimated as 2:1£ 10¡4 for the inner cylinder and 5:2£ 10¡5 for the outer one. For
comparison, the friction force F¿;z acting in the streamwise direction due to the axial
component of the wall shear stress is equal to 2:7£10¡2 for the inner and 5:1£10¡2
for the outer cylinder.
In aggregate, the forces Fx = F¿;x + FP;x acting on the inner and the outer
cylinder are about §4:5 £ 10¡3. The forces act on the cylinders in the opposite
directions along the x-axis tending to eliminate the eccentricity of the duct.
Probably, the estimation of friction force acting on the outer cylinder is not accu-
rate, because the time-averaging interval used is not fully adequate for settling the
secondary °ow in the vicinity of the outer cylinder. Most importantly, however, this
values is in any case much less than the pressure forces (by 2 orders of magnitude)
and thus it cannot change the overall conclusion about the direction of forces acting
on the cylinders.
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Figure 4.16: (a) Mean temperature contours; (b) mean temperature pro-
¯les.
4.2.6 Thermal ¯eld quantities
4.2.6.1 Mean temperature
Mean temperature distribution over the duct's cross-section is shown in ¯gure 4.16a
in the form of contour map and ¯gure 4.16b in the form of radial pro¯les. Mean °ow
isotherms are close to circular coordinate lines » = constant, as there are in the lami-
nar °ow, where temperature is presented by the express T (»; ´) = (» ¡ »i) = (»o ¡ »i).
However, dependence of the mean temperature on the » variable in turbulent regime
is strongly nonlinear, as it is seen in the ¯gure 4.16b.
The average temperature in the °ow is Tb = 0:65 (Tb = 0:63 in the laminar
°ow). De¯ning Nu = DhHh=· as Nusselt number, Hh = Q=ShjTw ¡ Tbj, where Hh
is the heat transfer coe±cient, Dh = 2± is the hydraulic diameter, Q is the heat
°ux, Tw is the wall temperature and Sh is the surface area of respective wall, one
obtains Nui = 24:2 and Nuo = 22:6 for the inner and outer walls, respectively.
Corresponding values in the laminar °ow are 5.35 and 4.47. The local Nusselt
number Nulocal (´) on the inner and outer duct walls are de¯ned by using the local
heat °uxes and local duct clearance h (´) as a length scale. Nulocal (´) distributions
are shown in ¯gure 4.17a. On the both walls the local Nusselt numbers decrease
monotonically with ´ from the values close to the corresponding global Nusselt
numbers down to the values in the laminar °ow. Thus, the °ow in the narrowest
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Figure 4.17: (a) Local Nusselt number Nulocal; (b) wall temperature gradi-
ent. Dashed line: inner cylinder; solid line: outer cylinder.
gap may be considered as laminar in terms of the local Nusselt number. However,
as it will be shown below, this region cannot be considered as laminar in terms of
the intensity of temperature °uctuations.
Figure 4.17b presents circumferential variation of the temperature gradient on
the cylinder walls. Because of the imposed streamwise periodicity of the temperature
¯eld and isothermal boundary conditions on the cylinder walls, the mean heat °uxes
are the same on both walls. Since the surface area of the outer boundary is twice that
of the inner one, on average the local heat °ux and wall temperature gradient on the
inner wall are twice as large as they are on the outer wall. As it is seen in the ¯gure
4.17b this ratio holds approximately at each ´. Mean temperature gradient in the
narrow gap is on average three time larger than it is in the wide gap. Nevertheless,
the wall gradient is maximal in the wide gap on the both cylinders. The small value
of average gradient in the wide gap is due to the temperature plateau between the
wall regions(see ¯gure 4.16b).
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4.2.6.2 Temperature °uctuations
Radial pro¯les of temperature variance hT 0T 0i and of velocity-temperature correla-
tions hT 0u0ii are shown in ¯gure 4.18. For each ´, the temperature variance (and the
intensity of temperature °uctuations Trms, which is hT 0T 0i0:5) near the inner cylin-
der wall is signi¯cantly higher than near the outer wall. In the wide-gap region,
temperature °uctuations are about two times more intense near the inner wall than
those near the outer one. This suggests that the main mechanism of temperature
°uctuations in the °ow is the action of radial velocity °uctuations across the mean
temperature gradient which is twice as steep in the inner wall region as in the outer
wall one. The main production term in the equation for the temperature variance
is ¡hT 0u0»iGT , where GT = H¡1@hT i=@» is the mean temperature gradient in the
wall-normal direction. In the wide gap the correlation ¡hT 0u0»i in the inner-wall re-
gion is two times higher than that in the outer-wall region (see ¯gure 4.18b). This is
in agreement with the amplitude ratio of the temperature °uctuations (¯gure 4.18a)
and u»-velocity °uctuations (¯gure 4.9a) in the inner- and outer-wall regions.
Another fact worth to be mentioned is that the intensity of temperature °uctu-
ations is anomalously high in the narrow gap compared with that in the wide gap,
taking into account relatively low production term ¡hT 0u0»iGT in the narrow-gap
region. It may be speculated that the reason for this disproportion consists in the
following. In the wide-gap region the temperature °uctuations being produced near
the wall are then transferred away from the wall where the mean-temperature gra-
dient is not so steep and conditions for the production of temperature °uctuations
are not so favorable. Whereas in the narrow gap, the temperature °uctuations being
produced on the background of steep gradient are accumulated in the same place
with less transfer to other °ow regions.
The shape of hT 0u0zi-correlation pro¯les (¯gure 4.18d) con¯rms the suggestion
that the background of the temperature- and uz-°uctuations has the same mech-
anism, with heat and momentum transfer due to wall-normal velocity °uctua-
tions acting across the temperature and mean velocity gradients. The maxima
of jhT 0u0zij near each wall are proportional to Trmsuz;rms. Correlation coe±cient
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Figure 4.18: Pro¯les of temperature variance and velocity-
temperature correlations: (a) hT 0T 0i £ 102; (b)
hT 0u0»i £ 103; (c) hT 0u0´i £ 104; (d) hT 0u0zi £ 102.
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½ (T; uz)) = hT 0u0zi=Trmsuz;rms is as large as §0:95 near the inner and outer walls,
respectively.
4.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, a large number of °ow details which have not been documented
so far are revealed. In particular, the components of the Reynolds stress tensor,
temperature-velocity correlations and some others were obtained for the ¯rst time
for such kind of a °ow. Simulation results are in overall qualitative and quantitative
agreement with the existing experimental data in this chapter. The value of the
friction factor obtained in simulation coincides with the friction factor for a circular
pipe as predicted by the Blasius formula. This is in agreement with the Nouri et al.
(1993) prediction for the eccentric duct. Mean velocity pro¯les agree very well with
measurements of Nouri et al. (1993) both in the wide and narrow gaps. When mean
velocity and distance to the wall are normalized by the wall variables de¯ned by
the local wall shear stress, the logarithmic behaviour in the mean velocity pro¯les is
visible only in the wide-gap region, whereas in the narrow-gap region mean velocity
pro¯les lie signi¯cantly higher. In the wide-gap region, where the logarithmic layer
can be detected in the mean velocity pro¯les, the inner pro¯les lie substantially
lower than the outer ones. These observations agree with experimental ¯ndings of
Jonsson & Sparrow (1966) and Nouri et al. (1993).
Anisotropy of Reynolds stresses in the circumferential direction causes the ap-
pearance of a secondary motion in the cross-sectional plane of the duct. The sec-
ondary motion obtained in the present simulation exhibits a pair of main well-
pronounced counter-rotating vortices on each side of the plane of symmetry. The
maximum velocity in the secondary motion is 0.0135 and is attained in the vicinity
of the inner wall. The secondary-motion pattern of the present study is similar
to that of Nouri et al. (1993). However, the direction of °uid rotation reported
in Nouri et al. (1993) is opposite to present results. We cannot give any rational
explanation of this discrepancy apart of noting that direction of secondary motion
reported in Nouri et al. (1993) disagrees with general form of known turbulent sec-
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ondary motions in non-circular ducts. Secondary motion reported by Kacker (1973)
exhibits only one circulation cell in each half of the eccentric duct cross-section,
which resembles the largest cell of our simulation. In our opinion this disagreement
can be explained by the di®erence in the °ow geometry or inability of experimental
detection of the extremely low-amplitude motion in the smaller circulation cell.
Even in the narrowest part of the annulus the calculated °ow has many features
of a turbulent °ow: the mean pro¯le is more ¯lled than the laminar parabolic pro¯le,
the distributions of the Reynolds stresses are mostly of turbulent character, there
are streaks, sweeps dominate ejections near the wall and vice versa away from the
wall. However, in the narrowest part of the annulus the local Reynolds number
based on the wall shear stress is below the value for which the °ow can be turbulent
in a plane channel. Hence, in this part of the annulus turbulence can be expected to
be not self-sustaining. One possible explanation of the physical mechanism by which
turbulence is sustained in the narrowest part is suggested by ¯gure 4.9b. As can be
seen from this ¯gure, the amplitude of the circumferential velocity °uctuations is
anomalously large in the narrow part of the channel. When a volume of °uid is in
the narrowest area, turbulence recedes. However, before it decays completely, a large
circumferential °uctuation moves this volume to the neighbouring wider part of the
annulus, where turbulence recovers since it can sustain itself there. While other
physical mechanisms of sustaining turbulence in the narrow part of the annulus
can probably be suggested, one can conclude that even though the °ow considered
has no laminar regions, it will present a considerable challenge for semi-empirical
turbulence modelling.
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Chapter 5
Detection of laminar/turbulent
interface in partly turbulent °ow
in rotating eccentric annulus
This chapter discussed the shift in the position of the interfaces when both inner
and outer cylinders slowly rotate in the same direction. In the simulation, the
interfaces are identi¯ed by the following three ways: 1, patterns of streaks; 2, pro¯les
of perturbation the enstrophy; 3, pro¯les of production terms of the enstrophy.
Positions of the interfaces thus obtained are compared and discussed.
5.1 Parameters of the simulation
The process of the transition between laminar and turbulent °ow is of great interest,
and many investigations of locations of the interfaces between turbulent and lami-
nar °ow have been carried out. Corrsin & Kistler (1954) carried out experiments in
an open-return NPL type of wind tunnel. The authors concluded that the °uctu-
ations are irrotational in non-turbulent regions and rotational in turbulent regions.
Westerweel et al. (2002) investigated the °ow at the outer boundary of a submerged
self-similar turbulent jet at Reynolds number 2000 in experiments. They found that
there is a sharp transition between rotational and irrotational °uid at the °uid in-
terface, and the existence of a layer of irrotational velocity °uctuations outside the
turbulent region. Focusing on the small-scale aspects, Holzner et al. (2007) studied
the properties of turbulent °ow without strong mean shear in a Newtonian °uid in
the proximity of an interface between turbulent and non-turbulent °ow. In that pa-
per, the average pro¯les of enstrophy and production terms of enstrophy represented
the qualitative distinctions between turbulent and non-turbulent regions. Recently,
the coexistence of the turbulent °ow and the laminar °ow at the speci¯c structure
of the eccentric pipe (partly turbulent °ow) has been reported, and this o®ers a
convenient platform to study the locations of the interfaces. Tao & Donovan (1955)
were ¯rst to mention that turbulent °ow and laminar °ow may exist in the wide
part and the narrow part of the eccentric annulus respectively. This assumption was
con¯rmed by Nikitin (2006a). In his DNS-based studies, it was observed that two
di®erent °ow regimes, namely fully turbulent °ow and partly turbulent °ow, ex-
isted at the same Reynolds number but di®erent geometrical con¯gurations. Since
the turbulent °ow and the laminar °ow can coexist simultaneously in the partly
turbulent °ow case, this provides a convenient platform to investigate the interface
between turbulent and laminar °ow regions, as well as turbulence entrainment.
If the cylinders forming the walls of the annulus rotate in the same direction
in the partly turbulent °ow, it can be expected that the position of the interface
shifts in the same direction as the cylinders rotate. It is important that in such a
°ow °uid particles will pass through both the turbulent-laminar and the laminar-
turbulent interfaces cyclically. Hence, investigating the position of the interfaces
will help to analyze the statistical and instantaneous properties of the °ow ¯eld in
the neighborhood of the turbulent-laminar interface.
In this chapter, the numerical results are obtained at Reynolds number Re =
6000, with the radius ratio ° = 3=4 and the eccentricity e = 0:5 for the streamwise
period Lz = 12:56±. The grid size is 128£512£256 (in the ´; » and z respectively).
Angular velocities ­i and ­o of the inner and outer cylinders were chosen as ­iri =
­oro in order to obtain equal linear velocities of the cylinder rotation and thus
reduce additional mean shear in the angle direction. The set of 8 di®erent angular
velocities of inner cylinder ­i = ­0; : : : ;­7, ­0 = 0, ­1 = 0:002, ­2 = 0:0032,
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­3 = 0:0064, ­4 = 0:016, ­5 = 0:032, ­6 = 0:064 and ­7 = 0:192 were chosen to
represent data. A °uid particle starting from the wide gap and drifting across the
duct under the action of °ow rotation intersects two interfaces on each revolution.
Intersecting the ¯rst interface it leaves the turbulent region to enter the laminar part
of the °ow, while intersecting the second interface it comes back to the turbulent
region. It looks reasonable to call the ¯rst interface as Turbulent-Laminar (T-L)
interface, while the second one as Laminar-Turbulent (L-T) interface. We denote
l´ = lT¡L and l´ = lL¡T the distances from the wide gap to the corresponding
interface measured along the inner cylinder in the direction of °ow rotation.
5.2 Approaches for determining the interfaces
5.2.1 Pattern of streaks
The structure of a streaks that is zones of high and low longitudinal velocity was
¯rst reported by Hama (1954). Later, Kline et al. (1967) observed the same streaky
structure by using hydrogen bubbles. Since then, studies of the streaky structure
were carried out in a number of experiments and numerical simulations, and streaks
have now been recognized as an important near-wall feature of turbulent °ows.
Detecting the patterns of streaks is therefore an appropriate way to distinguish the
interfaces between turbulent °ow and laminar °ow in our partly turbulent case.
Streaks can be easily detected by analyzing the instantaneous distribution of wall
shear stress ¿w over the boundary surfaces. To make detection of streaks more
objective we de¯ne the relative deviation ds of wall shear stress from its mean value
< ¿w > (´):
ds =
¿w¡ < ¿w >
< ¿w >
; ¿w = º½
@uz
@n
¯¯¯¯
wall
(5.1)
The possible way of visualizing streaks consists in painting the area where ds is be-
low a threshold value. In the present work, the threshold is chosen as -12% at which
the streak structure are clearly visible. The patterns of streaks at di®erent cylinder
rotation speeds near the inner cylinder and outer cylinder are shown in ¯gure 5.1
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and ¯gure 5.2 respectively. Here, the abscissa is the circumferential length, which
starts from the wide part of the gap where ´ = 0. The ordinate is the streamwise
direction z-direction. When cylinders rotate slowly, regions without streaks can be
clearly seen around the narrow gap. This region can be regarded as the laminar °ow
regions. The pattern of streaks appearing around the wide gap of the pipe indicates
in this area the °ow is turbulent. Therefore, one way to determine the locations
of the interfaces between turbulent °ow and laminar °ow is to detect where the
interface of the pattern of streaks disappear. In this way it is possible to distinguish
the laminar and turbulent region easily, but due to the e®ects of instantaneous °uc-
tuations it is hard to precisely locate the positions of the interfaces.
5.2.2 Pro¯les of perturbations enstrophy
Focusing on the small-scale aspects, Holzner et al. (2007) studied the properties of
turbulent °ow without strong mean shear in a Newtonian °uid in the proximity
of an interface between turbulent and non-turbulent °ow. In his investigations the
average pro¯les of enstrophy and production terms of enstrophy represented the
qualitative distinctions between turbulent and non-turbulent regions.
Let us introduce enstrophy average across the gap
El(´) =
R »o
»i
h!0i!0iiH(»; ´) d»
L
: (5.2)
Pro¯les of perturbation enstrophy are plotted in ¯gure 5.3 versus the circumferen-
tial arc length along the inner cylinder for di®erent angular velocities. When the
cylinders rotate slowly at the angular velocities ­0; :::; ­4, perturbation enstrophy
remains at a near-constant minimum value in the region near the narrow gap. The
existence and extend of the plato region agrees with the existence of streak-free re-
gions in ¯gure 5.1. For stronger rotation ­5 to ­7, the mean °uctuation enstrophy
varies in the circumferential direction, even in the narrow gap.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 5.1: Pattern of streaks at di®erent rotational
speeds near the inner cylinder: (a) ­0 =
0; (b) ­1 = 0:002; (c) ­2 = 0:0032;
(d) ­4 = 0:016; (e) ­6 = 0:064; (f)
­7 = 0:192. Dark areas correspond to
lower velocity, where ds · ¡12%.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 5.2: Pattern of streaks at di®erent rotational
speeds near the outer cylinder: (a) ­0 =
0; (b) ­1 = 0:002; (c) ­2 = 0:0032;
(d) ­4 = 0:016; (e) ­6 = 0:064; (f)
­7 = 0:192. Dark areas correspond to
lower velocity, where ds · ¡12%.
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Figure 5.3: Pro¯les of perturbation enstrophy El with di®erent angu-
lar velocities (a); (b) the magni¯cation near narrow gap.
±, ­4 = 0:016.
5.2.3 Pro¯les of production terms of enstrophy
Production of perturbation enstrophy is described by the expression !
0
i!j
0s
0
ij (Holzner
et al. 2007). Here, sij is the strain rate. Let us de¯ne the perturbation enstrophy
production averaged across the gap:
©l(´) =
R »o
»i
h!0i!j 0s0ijiH(»; ´) d»
L
: (5.3)
Figure 5.4 shows that the pro¯les of production term of enstrophy have behaviour
similar to the behaviour of enstrophy pro¯les. This provides further evidence that
interfaces between turbulent °ow and laminar °ow exist at small rotational speeds.
The start of a sharp rise of the minimum perturbation enstrophy Emin and minimum
production term of enstrophy ©min as functions of ­ at ­4 = 0:016 coincides with
the appearances of streaks in the narrow gap in the visualization of pattern (see
¯gure 5.5).
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Figure 5.4: Pro¯les of production terms of enstrophy Ál with di®erent
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5.3 Results
5.3.1 Positions of the interfaces obtained in three ways
The interface position can be de¯ned quantitatively as the point where perturbation
enstrophy or production term of enstrophy are equal to a certain fraction of their
averages over the entire °ow domain:
El = ecEav; Eav =
R 2¼
0
R »o
»i
h!0i!0iiH2(»; ´) d»d´
S
; (5.4)
or
©l = pc©av; ©av =
R 2¼
0
R »o
»i
h!0i!j 0s0ijiH2(»; ´) d»d´
S
: (5.5)
Here,
S =
Z 2¼
0
Z »o
»i
H2(»; ´) d»d´: (5.6)
It is possible to choose the fractions ec and pc in such a way, namely, ec = 0:1
and pc = 0:03, that the interface positions determined from (5.4) and (5.5) nearly
coincide with each other and are also close to the boundary between the regions
with and without streaks visually detected from ¯gure 5.1 Since one cannot clearly
distinguish between turbulent and laminar °ow when the angular velocity exceeds
0:016, positions of interfaces obtained in these three ways are plotted in ¯gure 5.6
only for small rotational speeds ­0; :::;­4. Both interfaces shift in the same direction
that the cylinder rotates. The slope of the lT¡L is larger than that of the lL¡T . This
indicates that the distance between these two interfaces decreases when the angular
velocity increases. Many more calculations would be needed in order to establish
with full certainly whether as the rotation speed increases the transition from partly
laminar to fully turbulent °ow occurs suddenly as a result of stability loss in the
laminar region or gradually as a result of the interfaces shifting until their positions
coincide. However, the behaviour of the minimum perturbations enstrophy and
minimum enstrophy production suggests that a critical angular velocity exists at
which a sudden transition occurs.
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Figure 5.6: The positions of the interfaces lT¡L and lL¡T as a function of
the angular velocity. -¥-, perturbation enstrophy; 4, production
term of enstrophy; ±, streaks.
5.3.2 Mean tangential velocity
We introduce the mean tangential velocity as:
V´ =
R »o
»i
hu´iH(»; ´)d»
L
: (5.7)
Since the tangential velocity of the walls of cylinders is the same in the case
considered due to the condition ­iri = ­oro, it might appear that the mean tangen-
tial velocity should be equal to the wall velocity and should therefore be constant.
Of course, this is not the case in fact. The mean tangential mass °ow rate is con-
stant around the annulus, and as a consequence the mean tangential velocity is
inversely proportional to the radial gap between the cylinders, which varies con-
siderably around the annulus. This variation is an important physical mechanism
a®ecting many features of the °ow under consideration.
The mean tangential velocity vs. angular velocity at interfaces is plotted in
¯gure 5.7. It can be observed that the mean tangential velocity increases linearly,
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Figure 5.7: Mean tangential velocities in the interfaces lT¡L (¤)) and lL¡T
(±).
and it is larger at the turbulent-laminar interface than that at the laminar-turbulent
interface. In the case considered in the present study, the mean tangential velocity
in the narrow gap is about one and half times larger than the wall velocity, and in
the wide gap it is about one half of the wall velocity.
5.3.3 Tilting of streaks
As it can be seen in ¯gure 5.1, the pattern of streaks starts to tilt noticeably when
the °ow in the pipe becomes fully turbulent °ow. The tilting angle can be expressed
as
® = arctan
µ
¿w;´
¿w;z
¶
: (5.8)
Here, ¿w;´ is the azimuthal components of the wall shear stress, and ¿w;z is the
local wall shear stress. The streamlines of the °ow near the inner cylinder plotted
in ¯gure 5.8 indicate that instantaneous tilting angles are independent of the axial
coordinate. The tilting angles of streamlines are greater at the large angular velocity
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: Streamlines of the °ow near the inner cylinder. (a) ­0 = 0;
(b) ­7 = 0:192
­7 = 0:192. The mean tilting angle near the inner cylinder and the outer cylinder,
which is obtained by using h¿w;´i and h¿w;zi, is shown in ¯gure 5.9. As shown in
the ¯gure, the azimuthal wall shear stress is proportional to the angular velocity,
while the axial wall shear stress saturates as the angular velocity increases.. That
explains why the °ow tilts more at larger angular velocities.
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, direct numerical simulation of a partly turbulent °ow, which contains
turbulent °ow and laminar °ow regions, has been performed in a rotating eccentric
pipe. Positions of laminar-turbulent and turbulent-laminar interfaces obtained from
pro¯les of perturbation enstrophy are the same as those obtained from production
terms of enstrophy. Using patterns of streaks de¯ned by wall shear stresses to
determine the locations of interfaces showed similar results.
When the cylinders rotate slowly, the interfaces shift in the direction of rotation.
When the angular velocity exceeded ­4 = 0:016, the interfaces between turbulent
and laminar °ow vanished, which suggested that the partly turbulent °ow had be-
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Figure 5.9: Mean tilting angles (solid line) obtained at di®erent po-
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der (c) and near the outer cylinder (d) in the narrow gap
´ = ¼. ¤, ¿w;´, ±; ¿w;z
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come fully turbulent. This indicates that a critical angular velocity exists. However,
more calculations would be required to establish with full certainly whether this
process occurs suddenly or gradually. Due to the mass conservation, the mean tan-
gential velocity between cylinders is higher than wall velocity in the narrow gap,
while it is lower than the wall velocity in the wide gap. This deviation plays a
signi¯cant role in such a °ow. The plot of the tilting angle of streamlines showed
that patterns of streaks tilts slightly when the angular velocity is small, and they
begin to tilt dramatically when the °ow becomes fully turbulent.
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Chapter 6
Disturbance growth rate
In this chapter we investigated the temporal disturbance growth rate in the partly
turbulent °ow case of the eccentric pipe. The global growth rate of the small dis-
turbance which is de¯ned in the same way as that in Nikitin (2008a) is investigated.
The coexistence of laminar °ow and turbulent °ow in eccentric pipe provides a
convenient platform to study the disturbance growth rate at di®erent °ow forms
simultaneously. A local growth rate of a small disturbance is introduced in this
chapter. By using this feature, a new approach to distinguish the interface between
laminar and turbulent °ow is proposed.
6.1 Temporal disturbance growth
Instability and unpredictability are inherent for turbulent °ows. In the past, there
have been numerous analytical and computational investigations of the predictability
of turbulent °ows. Lorenz (1963) ¯rstly tried to ¯gure out the turbulence predictabil-
ity using the statistical theory of turbulence. Later, Leith & Kraichnan (1972) used
the test-¯eld model of turbulence to determine the predictability of particular turbu-
lent °ows in both two and three dimensions. The direct-numerical-simulation-based
measurement of the complete mean response of a turbulent channel °ow to external
disturbances was ¯rstly reported by Luchini et al. (2006). The turbulent response
was found to di®er from the response of a laminar °ow with the turbulent mean
velocity pro¯le as the base °ow. Due to the complexity of the unperturbed °ow, it
is very hard to investigate the behaviour of small perturbations of turbulent °ow an-
alytically. Spatial growth of small perturbations introduced into the fully developed
turbulent °ow in a circular pipe and a plane channel was investigated via DNS by
Nikitin (2008b). In his study, it was found that the growth rate of fastest-growing
perturbation does not depend on the source of perturbations and the period of the
underlying periodic °ow. The growth rate of the fastest-growing perturbations is
found to be a universal constant when normalized by wall units. The rate of tem-
poral growth of the most growing perturbation was estimated ¸+ ' 0:021. It was in
very good agreement with the higher Liapunov exponent of the turbulent attractor
obtained in Keefe et al. (1992).
6.2 Procedure and parameters of the simulation
The partly turbulent °ow case is investigated in this chapter. The algorithmic pa-
rameters are set as the same as in the chapter 6. After the °ow achieves the statistical
steady state, a small perturbation is introduced into the °ow. At this moment, the
time is denoted as t = 0. Then, both °ows, with and without perturbations, are
calculated for t > 0. The evolution of the disturbance is de¯ned as the di®erence
±u = uw ¡ uo. Here, the °ow ¯eld without the perturbation is denoted as uo and
the °ow with the perturbation is denoted as uw.
The small perturbations were introduced in the partly turbulent °ow in the
following two ways:
W1: Streamfunction form
(¢u»;¢u´;¢uz) =
µ
1
H
@ª
@´
;¡ 1
H
@ª
@»
; 0
¶
; (6.1)
where
ª = ® (» ¡ »i)2 (»o ¡ »)2 sin ´: (6.2)
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W2: A multiple of the unperturbed velocity ¯eld
(¢u»;¢u´;¢uz) = ¾uo (6.3)
The values ® = 10¡3 and ¾ = 10¡8 were used.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Global growth rate of a small disturbance
The r.m.s amplitude of the velocity disturbance is given by
"2 (t) =
1
V
ZZ
V
Z
j¢uj2 dxdydz (6.4)
Here, V is the volume of the integration domain. Nikitin (2008a) found that the
growth rate of " is universal if expressed in wall units: " » exp(0:021t+).
Above " is de¯ned as the global r.m.s amplitude of the velocity disturbance.
In our partly turbulent °ow case, the laminar °ow and turbulent °ow coexist, and
the wall shear stress varies in the circumferential direction. The viscous time scale
t+ = tu2¿=º depends on the the wall stress, and equals 0.106 and 0.318 in the wide
gap and narrow gap respectively. The average viscous time scale is around 0.164.
The logarithm of the r.m.s amplitude of the velocity disturbance (log ") as a function
of normalized time in three viscous time scales 0:016 (S1), 0:0318 (S2) and 0:0164
(S3) is plotted in ¯gure 6.1. Both cases W1 and W2 show that the growth rate of the
small disturbances is in good agreement with the results of Nikitin (2008a) when the
viscous time scale is calculated using the wall shear stress in the turbulent region.
This indicates that the turbulent °ow in the wide gap gives a major contribution to
the growth of the disturbance amplitude.
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Figure 6.1: The logarithmic of disturbance amplitude as a function
of t+ in three viscous time scales: (a) W1 (b) W2. ¤,
S1=0.016; M, S2=0.0318; ± S3=0.0164.
6.3.2 Local growth rate of the small disturbance
Besides the global r.m.s amplitude of the velocity disturbance and the global growth
rate of small disturbances, the local disturbance amplitude "2l = j¢uj2 and the local
growth rate of the small disturbance are also interesting in our partly turbulent
°ow case. Similarly to the global growth rate showing an exponential growth trend,
one can introduce a local growth rate k so that the local r.m.s amplitude of the
disturbance
"l » exp
¡
kt+
¢
(6.5)
Here, k can be obtained from the formula
k = log
Ã
"
(t++¢t+)
l
"t
+
l
!
=¢t+ (6.6)
Here, the viscous time scale t+ is obtained in the turbulent °ow region. With the
averaging of "2l in the streamwise z direction, the mean local growth rate < k > over
the cross-section can be obtained (see ¯gure 6.2 and ¯gure 6.3). The mean local
growth rate over 0.021 (< k > ¡0:021 > 0) can be observed clearly in the turbulent
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.2: Cross-sectional distribution of the mean local growth rate
obtained in W1 case. (a) t+ = 163, (b) t+ = 307.
region. In the narrow part of the pipe, the mean local growth rate is less than the
universal value (< k > ¡0:021 < 0).
Figure 6.4 represents the local growth rate averaged in the streamwise direction
near the inner cylinder in case W1. The local disturbance growth rate °uctuates
around 0.021 in the turbulent °ow region. This suggests that the disturbance growth
rate is 0.021 in the turbulent °ow region, and it is much smaller in the laminar °ow
region.
6.3.3 Perturbation of non-dimensional local growth rate
The local growth rate varies around the universal value in the turbulent °ow region,
and it is much smaller in the laminar °ow region. This can be used to determine the
interface between laminar °ow and turbulent °ow. The instantaneous °uctuation
of local growth rate is shown in ¯gure 6.5. Figure 6.6 shows the low-speed streaks
overlaying the °uctuation of the growth rate. It can be seen that some kind of
correlation between the streaks and the growth rate exists near the interface, but
not away from it.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.3: Cross-sectional distribution of the mean local growth rate
obtained in W2 case. (a) t+ = 121, (b) t+ = 400.
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Figure 6.4: The local growth rate near the inner cylinder in di®erent t+. ¤
t+ = 55:8; M t+ = 241:8; ± t+ = 446:4; ¡ mean
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Figure 6.5: The °uctuation of local growth rate near the inner cylinder.
Dark area corresponds to the local growth rate lesser than 0.021
Figure 6.6: The streak overlaying on the °uctuation of local growth rate
near the inner cylinder.
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6.4 Conclusion
The temporal growth of small disturbance in partly turbulent °ow in the eccentric
annular pipe is investigated by the direct numerical simulation of the Navier-Stokes
equations. In this study, two di®erent ways of introducing the small perturbations
are investigated. Both cases show that the global growth rate of the small dis-
turbance normalized by the global viscous time scale that is obtained using the
quantities in the wide gap (turbulent °ow region), is constant and equal to 0.021.
This constant value is in a good agreement with that obtained in Nikitin (2008a).
Due to the feature of turbulent and laminar °ow co-existing in the partly tur-
bulent °ow, a local growth rate of the small disturbance normalized by the global
viscous time scale is introduced. It is shown that this non-dimensional local growth
rate of the small disturbance in the turbulent °ow region °uctuates around the uni-
versal value 0.021. It is much smaller than 0.021 in the laminar °ow region. It is
proposed to distinguish the interface between laminar and turbulent °ow by using
the non-dimensional local growth rate of the small disturbances. It appears that
some kind of correlation between streaks and growth rate exists near the interfaces
between turbulent °ow and laminar °ow.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this thesis, turbulent °ows in annular eccentric pipes are investigated numerically
using code parallelised in the course of the study. Direct numerical simulations are
conducted for two di®erent cases. In the fully turbulent case, turbulent °uctuations
occupy the whole domain of the pipe. In the partly turbulent case, the turbulent
°ow and laminar °ow occupy the wide gap and narrow gap of the pipe respectively.
7.1 Research contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are summarized below:
1. Requirements for computational resources are largely reduced with the ap-
plication of MPI. This increases signi¯cantly the number of numerical experiments,
which can be done within limited time.
2. A large number of °ow details, which have not been documented so far in
the fully turbulent case are revealed, such as the components of the Reynolds stress
tensor, temperature-velocity correlations and some others.
Reynolds normal stresses are found to be typical to wall-bounded turbulent °ows,
except the atypical increase in the intensity of circumferential velocity °uctuations
in the narrow gap of the duct.
Turbulent streak structures are clearly visible all over the surfaces. The intensity
of streaks in narrow part of the duct, however, is found to be signi¯cantly lower than
that in the wide part. The secondary motion obtained in the simulation exhibits a
pair of main well-pronounced counter-rotating vortices on each side of the plane of
symmetry. The maximum velocity in the secondary motion was found in the vicinity
of the inner wall.
In the investigation of the thermal ¯eld, the intensity of temperature °uctuations
near the inner cylinder wall is found to be noticeable higher than that near the outer
wall. This suggests that the main mechanism of temperature °uctuations in the °ow
is the action of radial velocity °uctuations across the mean temperature gradient.
Another fact worth to be mentioned is that the intensity of temperature °uctuations
is anomalously high in the narrow gap compared with that in the wide gap.
Most importantly, we discovered the area in the narrowest part where turbulence
is not self-sustaining but is sustained by the neighboring regimes via a particular
mechanism.
3. In the study of the partly turbulent case as cylinders are rotating we suc-
cessfully identi¯ed the interface between turbulent and laminar °ow regimes using
three approaches: pro¯les of the perturbation of enstrophy, pro¯les of the production
terms of enstrophy and patterns of streaks.
The investigations showed that positions of laminar-turbulent and turbulent-
laminar interfaces obtained from ¯rst two approaches were in a good agreement.
Using patterns of streaks de¯ned by wall shear stresses to determine the location of
interfaces represented similar, although less than results.
When we increased the angular velocity of inner cylinder to 0:016, the interfaces
between turbulent and laminar °ow vanished. More calculations would be required
to establish with full certainly whether this process occurs suddenly or gradually. It
would help to identify if a critical angular velocity exists as partly turbulent turns
into fully turbulent °ow.
4. In the investigation of partly turbulent case as the angular velocity was zero,
we found that the growth of small disturbance normalized by the global viscous time
scale in the turbulent region is equal to universal value 0.021, which expands the
¯ndings of Nikitin (2008a). This important ¯nding shows that the universal value is
not only available in circular ducts but also in non-circular ducts. Most importantly,
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by using this universal value, we represented a new approach to detect the interface
between turbulent and laminar regimes. This approach could eventually lead to the
identi¯cation of the interface, which showed a good agreement with that determined
by three approaches mentioned previously.
Part of the results of the present study were published in Journal of Fluid Me-
chanics and reported at British applied mathematics colloquium, and Euromech
European Turbulence Conference. Another journal paper is under consideration in
the Journal of Turbulence.
7.2 Further work
In this work, the global small disturbance growth rate normalized by the viscous
time scale was found to be equal to 0.021 in the turbulent °ow region of partly tur-
bulent case. Nikitin (2008a) mentioned that this universal constant is independent
of Reynolds number and the type of °ow. Due to the limited cases in our current
study, investigations of global small disturbance growth rate in di®erent Reynolds
number and geometrical con¯gurations should be performed in further research.
Besides the temporal growth rate of disturbances, the spatial evolution of small
perturbations is also worth investigating. In the study of circular pipe °ow in
Reynolds number 140 · Re¿ · 320 and plane channel °ow at Re¿ = 178, Nikitin
(2008b) concluded that the spatial growth rate of disturbances normalized by wall
units represented a universal constant 0.0021. It would be worth to validate this
universal value in our partly turbulent case in further work. It is also interesting to
investigate the di®erences of this universal constant in the turbulent and the laminar
region.
Similar as the study of temporal growth rate of disturbances, the small velocity
disturbances of spatial structure are imposed on the °ow ¯rst. Then, two simula-
tions, with and without perturbation, run in parallel. The approach of simulating
the spatially developing °ow is to start far upstream with a laminar pro¯le plus
some random disturbances and then let the natural transition occur. The imposing
turbulent in°ow boundary conditions are extracted from auxiliary simulation with
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streamwise-periodic conditions which can be obtained from our current work.
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